We are a young, fast growing high-tech company with a dynamic culture and highly motivated staff. We develop and market monitoring- and control-solutions for wind turbines and other industrial applications. Our innovative fiber-optic measuring technology, domain expertise, and strength in model-based analytics and machine learning form the basis for our success.

As a local interface to our office in Beijing, we are looking for:

**Data Analyst (m/f/d) for the Chinese market**

**Who you are:**
- Strong master’s degree in wind energy, physics, computer science, or related
- Programming experience (Python, R, Matlab)
- You like analytical problems & have a grasp of physics
- You are organized and can work in a team, also supporting colleagues in different time zones
- Cross-cultural awareness & hands-on attitude
- Fluent Mandarin and English required, German helpful
- Willing to travel to and across China regularly

**What you will do:**
- Solve challenging problems in the field of Wind Energy
- Explore & analyze measurements from our sensors
- Do calculations & calibrations on wind turbine data
- Help answer our customers’ questions around data, data quality, physics, products, and infrastructure
- Manage projects and report on status
- Be the bridge between our teams in China & Germany
- Become part of our scrum development (feature) team
- Support product development in cross-functional teams

**Your Benefits:**
- Continuously steep learning curve in agile teams
- Extremely smart colleagues with a can-do-mentality
- Casual and open atmosphere
- International organization, customers, and colleagues
- High-tech products in high-tech industries
- High degree of self- and co-determination
- Entrepreneurial environment with flat hierarchies
- Attractive, performance-oriented compensation
- German startup with excellent reputation

Interested? Then also take a look at Career and send us your application under: [Link](#)

We are looking forward to meet you!